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Iowa City plans expansion of low-income housing units

The City of Iowa City has approved a plan to expand its low-income housing units. The plan includes the construction of a new building and the renovation of existing units. The expansion is expected to provide more affordable housing options for low-income residents in the area. The City worked with local housing advocacy groups to develop the plan and will seek federal funding to support the project. The expansion is a part of the City's ongoing efforts to address the affordable housing crisis in Iowa City.
Iowa - Evangelical Christian Lawyers Organization has asked the Iowa Supreme Court to hear arguments in a case involving the constitutionality of the state's same-sex marriage ban.

The lawsuit was filed by the ACLU of Iowa and other groups on behalf of five same-sex couples.

The court has scheduled oral arguments for Oct. 26.

An attorney for the state said the litigation is proceeding "as planned."
Metro/Iowa

United Way volunteers break funding goal

By Paige Rivera

The Des Moines Register

During the recent annual 1988-89 fundraising campaign for United Way of Johnson County, raised $650,000, according to Tabitha Bernet, United Way's director of major gifts.

United Way, a national nonprofit organization that raises funds for human service agencies, has raised $23 million in the past 30 years.

"This is a milestone for United Way," Bernet said. "It's a significant year for us."

Madden said they are not surprised. "We like to break the budget line," Bernet said. "We're looking at $650,000 as a goal." She added, "It's a lot to be proud of." In 1989, 10 percent of the budget went to Johnson County agencies, 20 percent to national agencies, and 70 percent to the United Way of Johnson County.

"Volunteers basically go out in boxes and get your message out," Madden said. They go to work everyday and ask for money. United Way sends the mailings.

The mission of United Way is to help people reach their full potential as productive citizens by supporting organizations that provide basic services in the areas of health care, education, and income security.

"We are going to focus on the basics," Bernet said. "We have a goal to reach $650,000 by the end of the month." United Way's goal is to raise $1.5 million.

A Call To Action

in recognition of the 16th anniversary of Roe vs. Wade

A woman's right to elect abortion not only has positive health consequences, but political and social benefits as well. The fundamental right to control one's own reproduction is directly related to the opportunity to achieve an education, acquire meaningful employment, develop a sense of self, and move toward equality on all levels of society.

SUPPORT a woman's right to choose

OPPOSE Operation Rescue

Wednesday, January 18, 7:30 pm, Shambaugh Auditorium at the UI Library

Sponsored by Emma Goldman Clinic for Women, New Wave, Women's Resource and Action Center
Riots

Continued from page 1A

Monday night, after President Barlow said there had been a second black area and that a third had erupted, the FBI announced that it would conduct a "full and complete" investigation of the rioting.

President Barlow said Monday night that he was most concerned about the "serious and systematic" problems that had been identified in the past.

"We are not going to tolerate violence," he said. "We are not going to tolerate harassment.

"We are going to be very vigilant in looking at the situation and making sure that people don't take advantage of these situations.

"We are going to make sure that the people who are responsible for these situations are held accountable.

The FBI, which is investigating the rioting, said it would focus on finding out who started the violence and who was responsible for it.

"We will be very thorough in our investigation," said FBI spokesman John A. Miller.

"We will be making sure that everyone is looked at, whether they are students or faculty, and that they are held accountable.

"We will be looking at everything, including the possibility of criminal charges.

The FBI has been working closely with the university to ensure that the investigation is thorough and fair.

"We are going to make sure that the university is as involved as possible in this investigation," said Miller.

"We are going to make sure that the students and faculty are involved, as well.
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Scottish police identify bomb placement

LOCKHART, Scotland — Police said Tuesday they identified the bombmaker when someone planted the bomb that blew up Pan Am Flight 103 last month, killing of 259 people abroad and 11 on the ground.

“Police confirmed that a man they identified as the bombmaker has been killed,” said a police statement.

A bomb blast in the plane’s hold at midair killed all three Americans aboard, including a three-year-old child, and five crew members.

A bomb blast in the plane’s hold at midair killed all three Americans aboard, including a three-year-old child, and five crew members.
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The University of Iowa Ski Club presents:

SPRING BREAK ’94
March 17 to 26

Informational Meeting
TODAY * 8 pm
Rm. 125 Trowbridge

If you can’t make the callling:

Petie at 351-7546 or Owen at 358-5058

HERE’S ONE WAY TO REACH OVER 45,000 PEOPLE EVERY DAY.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — Evangelist Jim Bakker pleaded innocent Tuesday to federal charges that he defrauded millions of dollars from his PTL television audience for personal use.

Bakker’s lawyer, George Frisbie, briefly stopped proceedings during the hearing for a gag order: for all parties involved, sound loudly or comment by the national federal bankruptcy judge who supervised the case of PTL, Inc.

Taylor said he would recommend to the judge both sides to draft a consent order and present it to the bankruptcy judge for approval.

The magistrate added that such a move would go on in youth and talk about the oath, but not what to do about an order for the bank to keep quiet.

Bakker was absent during the hearing, but made a statement afterward.

“I am definitely not guilty of any charges in this indictment. I believe in America and the American way of life,” Bakker said.

Bakker rejected a plea bargain to accept a corporate plea deal.

The proceedings were suspended because of his disappearance near the airport.

Attorney Anne Vondra, imposed strict travel restrictions and forbade overseas contacts.

Yun, faced with the dilemma of trying to buy deadly nerve gas and being involved in the arms deal, said he would not talk, he was not yelling, he was very straight-forward.

Men's style, Include Sol's, Stetson, Wrangler, and Silver Streak.

Bundys family claims responsibility for kidnapping

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. — The family of a 2-year-old boy who had been missing for a month made an emergency appeal to find him Tuesday.

Bundy has also received death sentences for the 1978 killings of some European women, although he was not charged.

The family of Iowa’s main square

Arafat denied he threatened a Palestinian mayor on the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and rejected an Israeli suggestion for Palestinian elections in the coming months.

Arafat is not talking, he was not yelling, he was very straight-forward. It did not look like he was really sorry, it was not just me.

Then, a police officer arrived at his door. "Are you ready to go?"

The family of Iowa’s main square

More than 1 million people took part in the protest.

An Israeli official said Tuesday he was not willing to negotiate with the Palestinian Authority.

One of the suspects, known as "the Professor," was also arrested.

Police Chief Superintendent John D. Jackson of Scotland, said "The police confirmed that a man they identified as the bombmaker has been killed."

Police said Tuesday they identified the bombmaker when someone planted the bomb that blew up Pan Am Flight 103 last month, killing of 259 people abroad and 11 on the ground.
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Two Koreas propose talks to end 40 years of enmity

The leaders of the nations have never met, and the two sides technically remain in war, five years of continuous fire being the only way to settle the long-running dispute.

The presidents of South and North Korea said today that they had agreed to hold a summit meeting.

The two leaders, Kim Dae-jung of South Korea and Kim Jong-il of North Korea, said they had decided to hold talks to end the conflict that has divided their peninsula for half a century.

They outlined a joint statement that would be presented to their governments, which would then decide whether to hold the summit.

The statement said that the two sides would work towards a peaceful coexistence, a common future based on peace and development, and a reunification of the Korean peninsula.

The agreement would establish a joint committee to be held in New York on Wednesday to plan for the summit.

The meeting is seen as a significant step towards resolving the conflict that has raged on and off since the Korean War ended in 1953.

The two sides have agreed to hold talks to discuss issues such as reunification, economic cooperation, and cultural exchanges.

The statement said that the two leaders had discussed how to achieve a lasting peace and the need for dialogue between the two Koreas.

The meeting is expected to take place in New York on Wednesday, with representatives from both sides attending.

The agreement marks a significant breakthrough in relations between the two Koreas, which have been divided by the Korean War since 1953.

The leaders said they would work to achieve a lasting peace and a peaceful coexistence between the two Koreas.

This is seen as a major step towards a lasting peace in the Korean Peninsula, which has been divided since the Korean War ended in 1953.
Reagan dodes Tucumcire's curse

Joe Levy

The late, great Indian Chief Tecumcire had a certain respect for President Richard Nixon. He did not so much fear him, as simply consider him harmless. People with the gifts of vision are not always men of strength, but Tecumcire knew the future, and Nixon was not hopelessly bad. The Indian's sense of timing was impeccable.

But in the White House, Nixon was trying to become something of a slaysman, a tough role for which he had not been trained. It was not a role he fitted.
Expressions of interest are being sought for the 11th Annual Student Activism Conference, to be held on April 11th. This conference, which focuses on the importance of student activism in today's world, is open to all interested students from across the nation. Those who are interested in participating are encouraged to submit their applications by the deadline on March 15th.

In addition to the conference, there will be a series of workshops and discussions on various topics related to student activism. These sessions will be led by experienced activists who will share their insights and strategies for effecting change. Participants will have the opportunity to network with like-minded individuals and learn from each other's experiences.

The conference will take place at the University of Iowa, with accommodations available for those who need them. Travel expenses will be covered for all attendees. Those interested in attending or volunteering should visit the conference website for more information and to register.
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German plant admits link to Libya
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - A Darmstadt-based chemical company told the govern- ment Tuesday that at least 19 tons of dichlorethane were shipped to Libya last year.

The company, owned by Iraqi Importers, said in a statement that the material was shipped to a now-defunct firm reportedly at the late leader's home city of Tripoli.

However, federal officials said the destination was not mentioned in the acknowledgments.

The government of Lt. Gen. Mohammad Barhoum, then Iraq's prime minister, denied partly in a statement.

The government of West Germany also confirmed the shipment.

The union also demanded an investigation into the allegations.

Captain Lee H. H. "Huey" Long, the late chief of staff of the West Georgia National Guard, said that the company's new owner, the Iraqi Importers, was a "cooperative" in the shipment.

A spokesman for the Civilian Conservation Corps in Lahr, where the plant is located, said the company's claims are under investigation.

A spokesman for the company also confirmed the shipments.

A spokesman for the company, which is owned by the Iraqi Importers, said that the company's new owner, the Iraqi Importers, was a "cooperative." But he added that the new owner may or may not be a "cooperative.

The government of West Germany also confirmed the shipment.
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Sportsbriefs

Noble, Virginia sailed for Classic

Noble, Virginia (AP) — Sixth-seeded Noble, Virginia, will meet the University of Virginia in the seventh annual Kickoff Classic to start the 1989 college football season.

The game will be played on Thursday, Aug. 31, at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, N.J., and will also feature the Houston Cougars and the Bethesda College Bears.

The official tournament will be made Wednesday by the New Jersey Sports & Entertainment Authority, which sponsors the game.

The other teams scheduled to play are:

- Columbia University, the defending national champions, at Old Dominion University
- Colorado State University at Maryland
- Northwestern University at Kansas State University
- Penn State University at the University of Miami
- The stadium will also host the 1989 season opener between Notre Dame and Wisconsin.
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MEAT-ME FOR BREAKFAST SPECIALS

5 am-8:30 am M-F

During the Month of January

2 eggs, 3 bacon or ham only

Half or Full of Clams Menu

BEEF

25C Top 10

756 Bar Liquor

Thursday

PRICES

$2.99

Entire Menu Available for Carry-Out

DON'T LET THE WEATHER STOP YOUR RIDING

FAIRCHILD

INFORMAL RUSH PARTY

Leadership

Wednesday, Jan. 18, 7:30 pm
603 S. Dubuque

Please RSVP to 338-6864 or 339-0748

if interested, but unable

to attend, please call

Monday & Wednesday SPECIAL

TWO SMALL 12" Wedgies

$5.95

Cheese plus one topping.

Additional toppings 50c each.

Soft Garlic Breadsticks 85¢/doz.

531-9282

Wendel's Deli

354-1552

Iowa City

Eastside Deli

Riverdale
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Miami riots, gunshot force postponement of Heat-Suns game

MIAMI (AP) - Gunfire and rock-throwing in the area of Miami following the postponement of Tuesday night's NBA game between Miami Heat and Phoenix Suns led to the Miami city mayor and police chief demanding additional patrols.

"Their recommendations, for the safety of the fans, players and officials, is that we put the police on the streets," said Miami Mayor座r.<br/>

"I feel the only way we can do that," said Officer X, "is by increasing the size of the police department so that we can have more officers on the streets."<br/>

"We got to get the police," Officer Y said. "We got to get all our police departments on the streets."<br/>

The three official directives were followed by a police presence in the area.

"They are the ones that were in charge," Officer Z said. "They are the ones that made the decisions."<br/>

Police Chief Officer A said it was a decision to protect the public safety.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer B said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"We are here to ensure the safety of the citizens," Officer C said. "We are here to ensure the safety of the citizens."<br/>

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer D said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer E said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer F said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer G said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer H said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer I said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer J said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer K said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>
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"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer L said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer M said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer N said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer O said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer P said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>
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"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer Q said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>
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"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer R said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>
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"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer S said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer T said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer U said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer V said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer W said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer X said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer Y said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>

The presence was increased with the rioters wandering the streets, throwing rocks and lighting fires.

"They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are safe," Officer Z said. "They are the ones that are responsible for making sure that our citizens are protected."<br/>
Saturday and played just four minutes with a strained lower back in the early days of the season. Armas was far from being himself despite the relative lack of defensive play as a problem.

Coach Jim Boeheim is the senior playmaker of the Big East. Gooden are beginning their third season was a top non-pitcher to seek $1 million. Players and clubs of the season, catching a victory.
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He played three or four games when I didn't have lower arm and couldn't hang on. And he never broke the line. Never to me, either.
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Arts/Entertainment

Omaha centuries-old stories come to life in Peking Opera

By Dave T. Denghoo
The Daily news

It's very different an art form from Western shows, said Gao Hua, who will narrate Thursday night's program, "It's very different in the way of understanding of art and culture; the script could be difficult to understand why this would be called action opera. Songs, dance, instrumental music, humor, acrobatics and martial arts are all involved in the storytelling.

But the Peking Opera is something of a whopping eye and ear. It is an action opera, instrumental music, mime, acrobatics, and although people might remember the opera - from the costumes, the makeup are ornate and dazzlingly rich. The performers. The show is action, and according to us, they've found another audience to be very, very satisfied, that is for sure.

The actors and actresses in Peking Opera playing at age 16 to 60. In every scene, there are the actors and actresses together all their lives. Wu was reunified with the company, which has been touring since November, and $19.20 and $22 for general audiences, and $12 and $11 for young people 17 and under. The opera is a rich art form, and it's very fast-paced performances of arts in themselves are far from dull. The art of Peking Opera features a lot Ms. victims: 48 Romans' victims.

The Peking Opera Theater played an important role in Chinese social revolution. The Gang of Four inspired psychedelia. The snorkelers, who has served an NNN's ad for the first time issue, wasn't the magazine to coinamous in Iowa City for the first time since the magazine. NNN is one of the major magazines to show us what the world of Iowa City means.

Pranks play at Gabe's tonight in NEO benefit

By Brian Jones
The Daily news

Doug Rockefeller calls today's NNN benefit at Gabe's a "model of the harbinger of our republic's pending financial depression.

The following hands have agreed to do the benefit: The Vines, R.E.M., Our Lady Peace, the Posies, Pulling Teeth, and Big Scale. Doug Rockefeller says the board is according to Rockefeller, a pop-rock origination and a very tight band. The Maybe Perkins, also from Iowa City, have a set of the evening.

The $19.20 and $17.00 for UI students, $20 and $18 for all others. NNN has a monthly presence of 3,000 papers and is distributed free throughout Iowa City and the rest of Iowa. Rockefeller asks it as a vehicle to spread the news about, primarily, local music and bands we like. And if it's a stupid idea, great and stupid bands can live with that. I'd like to thank Hux and other places to turn it - it would be great. It could be called a magazine and has a proven identity.

We're trying to get more national ads and we're trying to get more from some of the bigest indepengers. We're like Sherazad and the "Model of the Nationals benefit.

The Rockin' and Rollin' benefit, a monthly benefit in Iowa City, is the first one of its kind in Iowa City.

---

Entertainment Today

At the Bijou

"Remember the Ritz" (1936) - the entire Chapter drama in a number of episodes, wherein the husband - played in part by a prominent star - finds that his wife is a young and pretty, but also his life, at the same time, his beloved and his best friend. The stars in the picture are the father, the mother, the son, the daughter, the daughter-in-law, and the granddaughter, all playing their parts to the tune of an old record. The stars in the picture are the father, the mother, the son, the daughter, the daughter-in-law, and the granddaughter, all playing their parts to the tune of an old record.

Television

"Footlight - The Real Life of Lou Costello and Bud Abbott" (1973) continues its run, with the stars playing the parts of the Costello-Abernathy and the Costello-Abernathy and the Costello-Abernathy. "Footlight" has many viewers.

Music

"Art of the Real Earth" - Makes its debut on WGN Radio. The show will be a live concert featuring nationally known artists. The show will be broadcast from the Aronoff Center, 129 E. Washington St., until January 19.

Lightning

The NNN magazine (party circles, credit cards, and more) is the event of the day. The Magazine is at 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, in the Wisconsin Center.

Radio

"Opera" - Opera music on MCA, and an opera music on WGN. The stars in the picture are the father, the mother, the son, the daughter, the daughter-in-law, and the granddaughter, all playing their parts to the tune of an old record.

"Time to Remember" by folk composer, and "MUSIC" by folk composer also. The stars in the picture are the father, the mother, the son, the daughter, the daughter-in-law, and the granddaughter, all playing their parts to the tune of an old record.

"A night of comedy, romance, and romance, with catching colorful specter. It had the audience cheering madly and demanding more." - Sunday Evening Sun

The art of Peking Opera is something of a whopping eye and ear. It is an action opera, instrumental music, mime, acrobatics, and although people might remember the opera - from the costumes, the makeup are ornate and dazzlingly rich. The performers. The show is action, and according to us, they've found another audience to be very, very satisfied, that is for sure.

The actors and actresses in Peking Opera playing at age 16 to 60. In every scene, there are the actors and actresses together all their lives. Wu was reunified with the company, which has been touring since November, and $19.20 and $22 for general audiences, and $12 and $11 for young people 17 and under. The opera is a rich art form, and it's very fast-paced performances of arts in themselves are far from dull. The art of Peking Opera features a lot Ms. victims: 48 Romans' victims.
On Trump, The Stones
... and Art

By Locke Petersen
The Daily Iowan

W

hat is art? It is a lot of things.

Trump turned the darker hall of art to its best advantage, this time through several pages on the meaning of the word—art. He did so to take us on the tour of his new book and simultaneously avoid questions about Daniel Trump and The Rolling Stones.

Locke Petersen

"If you know anything about the man Mr.

Trump, you know he was a very wealthy

man. His father always told him that he

should make a lot of money and spend it

beautifully, not on a truck," Donald Trump,

"The Art of the Deal,"

said. "He wanted to talk about Donald Trump and The Rolling Stones."

That's how we admit we're being overly cynical here, but anything is possible when you have one of America's most famous and influential men running for president.

We might add, though, that Mr. Trump has always been good at making deals. That's how he got his start in real estate and how he became a household name.

But back to the Stones. We're not sure what Mr. Trump thought of their music, but we do know that he had a private concert with the band in 1989, and that certainly added to his personal wealth.

For what it's worth, without art, Mr. Trump probably wouldn't have any money to spend on things like paintings or sculptures. After all, he could get his hands on it in 1989, and that certainly changed his life, no matter how you look at it.

Or, perhaps he just enjoys the more..."
Super Bowl Headquarters!

Keep your team happy when you have them tackle a lineup of good food from Eagle, your Super Bowl Party Headquarters!

Hungry fans will love a 3-foot or 6-foot Submarine Sandwich piled high with meats and cheeses.

The Corner Deli

Our Zesty Salads Are The #1 Choice For Great Taste!

Our lineup in The Corner Deli includes favorites like potato salad, coleslaw, and macaroni salad along with a list of other delicious choices which complement our meats and cheeses. 

AMERICAN MUSTARD OR GERMAN PUMPERNICKLE BREAD

FRESH BAKED PITA BREAD JUMBO KISER ROLLS

Fresh Potato Salad

$78¢

For Great Foods for Your Hungry Team Of Super Bowl Fans!

Stop by The Eagle Bakery and take a look at all of the snack ideas we have for your Super Bowl party.

Super Bowl Snack Time

Snack Puffs

12 Inch Fresh Deli Pizza

$27.98 each

Super Selection And Savings Are The Game Plan At Eagle!

Just one stop at your nearby Eagle makes entertaining a crowd of hungry fans easy, because we offer you a wide variety of snacks, dips, and beverages at super savings!

12-OUNCE CAN

Mt. Dew, Pepsi & Diet Pepsi

$3.79

12 pack

Unrep promprompt

By Deborah Galka

Unpopular funds to account held by standing-room-only at a sold-out 13 by 13 by 13 dollars thing.

The $100 board which makes the MUSCLES only 13 of 13 dollars thing.

The $100 board which makes the MUSCLES only 13 of 13 dollars thing.

The $100 board which makes the MUSCLES only 13 of 13 dollars thing.

If you're looking for a quick and easy meal that everyone will love, look no further than Eagle Deli! Our fresh meats, cheeses, and salads are the perfect choice for any gathering.

Order a 3-foot or 6-foot Submarine Sandwich piled high with toppings like turkey, roast beef, and ham. We also offer a variety of salads and sides, including potato salad, coleslaw, and macaroni salad.

For a special treat, try one of our delicious fresh baked goods, such as our fresh baked breads and rolls. Our American mustard and pumpernickle breads are perfect for any sandwich or snack.

Stop by The Eagle Bakery and take a look at all of the snack ideas we have for your Super Bowl party. We have fresh baked pita bread, jumbo Kaiser rolls, and snack puffs to complement your meats and cheeses.

With so many delicious options to choose from, you're sure to find something for everyone at Eagle Deli. So the next time you're planning a party or gathering, make sure to stop by Eagle Deli and let us help you make it a success!